mManager plugin (Fig. 1c, middle) 4 . Next, these images are analyzed to generate a topographical map (Fig. 1c, right) . Our analysis software is a Fiji 5 plugin that (i) plots the predicted excitation intensity at a given distance from the surface of the oxide layer as a function of angle, (ii) fits the theoretical model to an experimentally determined intensity profile at a given region of interest (ROI), and (iii) carries out fits for all pixels in an image (Supplementary Note 3) . The calibration and acquisition plugin is independent from the analysis plugin; however, they can be used within the same package because they both run in ImageJ.
Samples for SAIM are prepared on silicon substrates with an oxide spacer. To measure absolute height of a sample, it is critical to know the precise thickness of the oxide spacer. We measured the oxide thickness of SAIM substrates using ellipsometry ( Supplementary  Fig. 2b ). We also estimated oxide spacer thickness using SAIM ( Supplementary Fig. 2b,c) . We recommend performing this measurement on the day of an experiment to minimize variability that is caused by changes in the microscope and/or calibrations ( Supplementary Fig. 2d and Supplementary Note 4). Once calibrated, this technique can be used to measure the height of a lipid bilayer with a standard deviation around 1 nm at approximately 10 6 photons per pixel (Fig. 1d,e and Supplementary Fig. 2e ).
To test accuracy and limitations of SAIM and our analysis pipeline, we measured nanometer-scale height changes in samples of biomolecules with known sizes (also see Supplementary Note 5 and Supplementary Fig. 3 ). First, we measured the deformation of a microtubule (25-nm diameter) as it crossed on top of an axoneme (a rigid structure of microtubules with a diameter of about 200 nm). The average microtubule height change at an axoneme crossing was measured by our SAIM technique to be 227 ± 44 nm (n = 6, one replicate; Fig. 1f, modeled in Fig. 1g) . Next, we measured the deformation of a lipid membrane at a membrane interface consisting of a giant unilamellar vesicle interacting with a supported lipid bilayer and separated by protein spacers of two different heights (5 nm for FRB-rapamycin-FKBP and 18 nm for a 3X-mCherry; Fig. 1h ). The height difference caused these proteins to segregate from one another into distinct domains (Fig. 1i) (ref. 6) . The membrane height change at a 3X-mCherry cluster relative to an adjacent FRB-rapamycin-FKBP domain was 13.7 ± 6.0 nm (n = 157 clusters from five giant unilamellar vesicle (GUVs) imaged during two separate experiments; Fig. 1i,j) , as measured by our SAIM pipeline. This result is consistent with the expected height difference (Fig. 1h ) and similar to values obtained by reflection interference contrast microscopy for an analogous membrane deformation experiment 6 .
These open-source tools should greatly facilitate the implementation of SAIM for studying the axial organization of fluorescently tagged molecules at nanometer scales. We describe open-source software and hardware tools for calibrating, acquiring, and analyzing images for scanning angle interference microscopy (SAIM) analysis. These tools make it possible for a user with a total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscope equipped with a motorized illumination unit to generate reconstructed images with nanometer precision in the axial (z) direction and diffraction-limited resolution in the lateral (x, y) plane.
Surface-generated fluorescence interference contrast methods, including SAIM, can help researchers determine the axial position or topography of biological structures by reporting the average vertical position within a diffraction-limited spot [1] [2] [3] . These methods have a powerful ability to examine largely unexplored dynamics of thin structures like membranes, adhesion complexes, and the cytoskeleton with nanometer accuracy in the axial direction 3 . Though SAIM utilizes relatively simple optics that are available on commercial microscopes, difficulties with calibration and the lack of available analysis software have hampered its widespread adoption. Here, we describe a tool for automated angle calibration and a freely available, open-source software, which together create a straightforward pipeline for SAIM analysis.
For interference contrast microscopy, the sample is placed on a transparent spacer on top of a mirror (silicon wafer with silicon oxide spacer; Fig. 1a and Supplementary Methods). Incident excitation light interferes with its own reflection (Fig. 1b) , resulting in an intensity field that varies with axial distance in a theoretically predictable manner (Supplementary Note 1) . Upon varying the angle of excitation, different intensity profiles can be obtained. By acquiring images at multiple angles and fitting the intensities pixel by pixel to the theoretical prediction, one can determine the average height of each spatial element with nanometer accuracy.
Our SAIM pipeline begins with an automated calibration procedure ( Fig. 1c, left; and Supplementary Note 2). We designed a simple apparatus, which is controlled with a plugin for the open-source mManager software 4 that defines the relation between motor position and angle of illumination. This device sits above the objective at the position of the sample. It consists of a transparent acrylic front plate that fluoresces upon illumination by a laser beam and two vertically spaced linear charge-coupled devices (CCDs) that localize the beam as it passes through the front plate (Supplementary Protocol). Compared with manual procedures, automated angle measurement provides a faster, more precise calibration. Automated calibration is especially advantageous for multicolor measurements, as it reduces the time required to calibrate each laser by about ten-fold. Furthermore, automated calibration is highly reproducible, minimizing errors in calibration, which can readily translate into height measurement errors of greater than 10 nm (Supplementary Fig. 1 ).
After calibration, the sample is imaged at varying angles of illumination by controlling a motorized illuminator with the 
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